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This is a low-key but important paper, as it uses the example of a small project to highlight key issues in collaborative care. A strength is that the authors have a strong understanding of how the model works, and can integrate the clinicians and researchers perspective. The evaluation is based upon the comments of users and providers utilising an uncomplicated but helpful framework, as the authors have developed a model that includes the main components of effective collaborative practice and use it to identify key enablers and barriers to the successful implementation and spread of a model, while also identifying the challenges in translating policy into practice. The qualitative approach allows for a broader exploration of themes, and is particularly appropriate with the relatively small sample size. Although other papers have addressed these issues, the way these finding have been integrated and hang together contribute to its usefulness. The one area that I feel was overlooked was the changes that a practice needs to make to accommodate a new model, and how this was rated by providers, although they refer to the ability of participants to solve problems together. And while the findings are consistent of studies in other places, they also throw up opportunities for improvement. They're key conclusion, "collaborative change requires some funding support" highlights a reality if collaborative care is to spread and flourish.

A few specific comments
* Line 30 the phrase "health policy directs treatment to…" Needs some expansion or a specific reference
* Line 47 Co-location needs further definition. It appears that the authors are talking about integration, not providers just being located in the same facility but working in parallel
* Line 50 - How brief is "brief" for treatment episodes
* Line 78 - can you clarify whether these percentages are of cases in their practice or cases they see
* Line 91 "position paper" requires a reference
* Line 105 - Can you define "complex interventions"
* Line 115 - Can you elaborate on what these social and professional skills are
* Line 125. I agree - the patients perspective is critical
* Line 166 - can you spell out what HFHT stands for
* Line 173 - the use of a single EMR and the integration of the psychologists is important
* Line 184 - what were these more severe problems
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